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Central Stairwell News and 3rd Floor Update: The library’s central stairwell will very likely be reopened soon... bit.ly/1pbfL4i
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Central Stairwell News and 3rd Floor Update: The library's central stairwell will very likely be reopened soon... http://t.co/0EiyrXOjCr

Howard-Tilton Memorial Library Build-back and Hazard Mitigation Project: Central Stairwell News... bit.ly
Prince is ready for finals.

Updated about 8 months ago.
Pile driving on yr nerves? Need to plug yr ears? Pick up a pair of ear plugs at the research help desk or the check out desk.

Jade Li, Elizabeth Marie, Noah Cameron Ksiazkiewicz and 5 others like this.

Darla J. Landry Howie T, I have really been loving your saucy status updates. 1 million points for using Prince.

Noah Cameron Ksiazkiewicz I feel like Howie T's FB will become a viral phenomenon with more posts like these.
Howard Tilton

December 12, 2013

- How many exams do you have left?
- Two this week, and one Monday.

Like · Comment · Stop Notifications · Share

Rachelle Boudreaux, Lara McKinney Mossler, Molly McRedmond and 11 others like this.

Chloe Cable whoever keeps posting prince pictures through howard tilton is my hero and has my unconditional love.
December 12, 2013 at 10:15am  ·  Unlike  · 1

Howard Tilton Howie-T already has his ticket for Essence 2014
December 12, 2013 at 10:16am  ·  Like  · 3

Chloe Cable yes! i have someone to go with now!
December 12, 2013 at 10:18am  ·  Unlike  · 2

Write a comment...
Howie-T Has A Posse
Howard Tilton

use the library catalog to find this book

it is by the German film director known recently for documentaries about things like grizzlies, Antarctica, and ancient cave paintings

this book is also the title of his film about a steamship transported over a steep hill in Peru

Cooper Maria

Ahhh! Thank you! So exciting!

Howard Tilton

have fun!!
Porter Reim
This is an odd request, but I'd appreciate it if you could help me out. My girlfriend (@woolsheepy) is coming to visit on Tuesday, and she had a lot of fun doing the scavenger hunt last time she was here. Could you possibly make us an extra tough scavenger hunt to try and solve? If you are busy, then please do not worry about it, but it would mean a lot to me.

Howard Tilton
Sure thing, we'll work on one for ya and get you clues Monday or Tuesday.

Porter Reim
Oh, awesome. Thanks a lot!

May 12

Howard Tilton
Find Richard Campanella's book that is on the first floor. Use this sequence to find the next number 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, _.
Go to the page number of the next number in that sequence.

May 13

Porter Reim
Thank you. She is going to love it.

Howard Tilton
Good luck with it.
If I study for finals, I study with Howie-T.
CHOMP Your Finals

The ultimate study break. Forget about puppies, and leave the pot-bellied pigs behind. A real petting zoo needs things that can bite back.
Come visit Howie-T 5th floor to pet and hold REAL LIVE NUTRIA. Come take a break from your studying, and take a #nutriaselfie instead 😊
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